With the development of remote sensing technology and the diversification of sensors, remote sensing image data reveals the trend of "three features" --high resolution, hyper spectral and multi-temporal. As the increasing demand of remote sensing information, considerable amounts of data will be acquired, transmitted and stored in various remote sensing applications, which, without doubt, sets higher requirements for data processing. To solve the above problems, according to the feature of compressed sensing theory, which original image can be reconstructed by low sampling data, we develop a new method of Remote Sensing Image Block Compressed Sensing Reconstruction Based on Augmented Lagrangian Method TV. It represented remote sensing image sparsely by means of block sampling and joint sparse representation model. Besides, it also combined the total Variation and Augmented Lagrangian method to optimize the solution and implemented the algorithm of the model. Finally, it created a remote sensing image with low distortion. Furthermore, it also increased efficiency in data transmission and reduced data storage. Simulation test results confirm the validity of algorithm proposed in this paper and also suggest that it can achieve better effects of a distinct advantage in PSNR, which is remote sensing image reconstruction, in comparison with other algorithms.
Introduction
Remote sensing technology is a kind of detection technology dating back to 1960s. This technology, based on electromagnetic wave theory, transmits electromagnetic waves with different wavebands to target objects to be detected, by which images could be formed on the basis of the recognition and processing of radiation and reflection information. Various types of transmitters could be used to transmit electromagnetic waves; thus, the remote sensing detection of target objects at a long distance or range could be achieved. These devices vary the feedback, including an infrared ray satellite nephogram, visible light and electromagnetic wave. With the advances in science and technology, the remote sensing transmission devices in the past have been replaced by satellite remote sensing ones. Since satellite features real time, stability, long distance and high power, modern remote sensing technology is gradually dominated by the satellite remote sensing technology, which includes steps such as sending, receiving, transmitting and processing. Among them, the receiver includes synthetic aperture radar (SAR), microwave radiometer (MR), imaging spectrometer (IS), multi-spectral scanner (MSS), TV-camera and camera. The transmission equipment includes radar used for transmission, the processing device includes digital image processor, image inter-pre to scope and additive color viewer [6, 12] . Remote sensing image features a large amount of data acquisition and high dimension as well as a low speed of data acquisition. However, most of the traditional method of data processing was based on Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem. It seeks to keep the important information from original signal complete, which requires that the signal sampling frequency must be higher than twice the signal bandwidth. Traditional Nyquist sampling, due to the limit of its sampling rate, leads to problems such as long data acquisition time, low data transmission efficiency and information storage redundancy. But in the actual environment, to acquire information based on Nyquist sampling theorem, there needs a higher sampling rate and in order to complete large numbers of tasks such as the compression, transmission and storage of considerable original information; the hardware performance should be continuously improved. Nevertheless, this will increase the cost and waste of resources. Therefore, sampling at high rates and then compression coding based on Nyquist sampling technology can consume so many resources that it would be difficult to meet requirements such as processing considerable information with high quality in future remote sensing applications. However, the presence of Compressed Sensing Theory offers a new way to address the problem, which can transmit and store considerable remote sensing image data efficiently. CS theory, proposed by Cades, Romberg, Tao and Donoho in 2006, is a new information acquisition theory that can finish both signals sampling and compression at the same time, which was a great breakthrough in signal acquisition technology [3, 5, 9] . It indicates that important information from original signal can be kept complete by a few random projections of sparse or compressible signals. Then, the target problem can be optimized by adopting the reconstruction algorithm; in this way, original signal might be reconstructed with high probability from low sampling measurements [10, 11, 16, 17] . The difference between CS theory and Nyquist sampling theorem is the signal sparseness. It can acquire data at much lower sampling rate than that stated by Nyquist sampling theorem and can also acquire data as few as possible so as to include large numbers of important information, thus reconstructing original signal accurately or appreciatively, which brings a new idea and method to image processing field. The core idea of the CS theory mainly includes two aspects. The first aspect is its irrelevance, that is, for compressed sensing, the collected signal information can be optimized by the algorithm to achieve its irrelevance, so that dealing with compressed samples can be achieved by continuous time signal, during the process of which redundant information can be discarded directly. In this way, the amount of data required to deal with can be reduced. In addition, in the process of obtaining the sparse signal, it is possible to realize its approximate sparse sampling process by a non-adaptive sampling method. The second aspect is the sparse structure. Since remote sensing information has some structural characteristics, the sparse signal can be achieved by priori information, so that redundant information can be removed. In the process of information reconstruction, only a few digital codes and a small amount of priori information, the information to be collected can be restored. Since the emergence of CS theory, various theories and application researches on CS spring up, including the analysis of the theoretical basis, signal sparse representation, the construction and optimization of the measurement matrix, the emergence of various reconstruction methods and its applications in different fields. Currently, overseas researchers have applied it to the remote sensing, mainly involving fusion of remote sensing images, classification and identification, super-resolution reconstruction and so on. Although the research has achieved certain results, it is still immature. Literature [1, 7, 13] is based on wavelet transform sparsity reconstruction model, under which remote sensing image reconstruction is achieved by improving the weak segmentation threshold of conjugate gradient tracking algorithm; the reconstruction accuracy and the speed of algorithms are improved. Among most of the existing remote sensing image reconstruction methods, sparse representation is based on fixed basis functions, which has ignored the own sparsity of remote sensing image, thus leading to less effective reconstruction and limiting the further development of CS theory in remote sensing applications.
In this paper, a new method of remote sensing image block compressed sensing and reconstruction based on ALMT is proposed. Based on block sampling and improved joint sparsity representation model, the remote sensing image can be more sparsely expressed by adopting an augmented Lagrangian ALMT method based on ALM and TV method, an efficient solution, which is a remote sensing image reconstruction algorithm with high efficiency and low distortion.
Related Work

Basic Theory of Compressed Sensing
When signal is compressible or in some sparse transform domains, theory of compressed sensing can collect little precision or approximated reconstructed original signal in measurement from linear projection. For any n-dimensional signals 
Augmented Lagrangian Method
Considering a constrained optimization problem, it is shown in Equation (2).
The definition of Augmented Lagrange method objective function is below, it is shown in Equation (3).
In equation, Repeat these two steps until it meet the convergence criterion. The detail description is shown in Algorithm1.
Algorithm 1Augmented Lagrangian method（ALM）
Input: Compressed sensing measurement b and linear measurement matrix A ,
Output: Remote sensing image u is finally reconstructed. 
The Method of Remote Sensing Image Reconstruction Base on Block Compressed Sensing
The tendency of "three features" in remote sensing data development brings a high data rate to remote sensing image. In order to reduce complexity of calculation and increase speed of calculation, this paper uses the thought of block compressed sensing and TV method to realize the reconstructive algorithm of remote sensing image. First, it is based on block sampling, divided original remote sensing image into some non-overlapped image pieces in same size, and obtained improved joint sparse representation model by basic priori knowledge. Random sampling is implemented in each sub-images. Finally, with the use of TV method and ALM reconstructive algorithm, scarce of measurements are obtained to rebuild original remote sensing image from all piece of image in compressed sampling.
Improved Joint Sparse Representation Model
Say concretely， L2D 1 | || u  is corresponding to the local smoothness future knowledge, keeping the local continuity of image so that noise can be effectively suppressed. Built on the assumption that the gradient image of the remote sensing image is Laplace distribution. The sacristy of the local 2D spatial domain is characterized by using the image of the remote sensing image to be spared, which mathematical expression shows below. It is shown in Equation (4). 
Model optimization algorithm of the ALMT
Substitute the result (3)(4)(5) into (1), on the basis of retaining the important information of the original image and reducing the distortion of images, describe the Inherent sparsity of images to get the objective function on the basic of remote sensing image reconstruction problem with compressive sensing joint sparsity. It is shown in Equation (6). Reconstruct objective Equation (6) is hard to solve the problem directly. Here show implementation details of effective algorithm application of ALM optimization algorithm. First, through introducing auxiliary variables w , x to translated (7) into an equivalent Equation as follow. It is shown in Equation (7). 
According to Equation (3), by Equation (8) corresponding to the augmented Lagrange function. 
Here  ， ，  correspond to respectively. ALM method's key is to find out   ,, A w u x to achieve the optimum solution of Equation (7). The following two steps achieve the ALM method to solve the constrained optimization problem. It is shown in Equation (9) .
In Equation (10) 
According to [16, 17] , the approximate expression of Equation (11) is. It is shown in Equation (12). (12) Where, the dot is meant by inner product of the two vectors. iiven a constant w and x , the optimization problem about u is below. It is shown in Equation (13) .
Obviously, Equation (14) is a quadratic function, solve it with the method below:
u ud   (14) In the Equation, D as the objective function (14) gradient  is the optimal descent step, where I is the unit matrix:
iivenW , u , then the optimization problem about X is as follows. It is shown in Equation (15) .
On the Equation (15) application of soft threshold, and omitted the independent constant x, and get Equation (16) .
In this Equation， (16) is still hard to solve. For ease of handling. Assume r is x, which is some type of noise observation value and let e = x -r. Every factor of e follows variance is 
Experimental results and analysis
We utilize four pictures to do the experiment. Figure 1 is the four pictures. The computer we use is Dual core CPU and the Matlab vision is 7.12. Firstly, the image was dissolved into 128*128 sub-image. Secondly, iaussian random projection matrix was adopted to sample randomly each sub-image. Finally, restructuring algorithm was used to compress restructure the little measure results from the samples to generate remote image restructuring. Through the experimental analysis the regularization item r is 0.625, λ being 0.375. It is shown in Figure 1 . The sample rate of the above image is 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.8 of compressed sampling. The calculation method is restructuring method. To prove the effectiveness of the calculation method, Total Variation (TV) method, Multi-Hypothesis (MH) method, and Collaborative sparse (CoS) was adopted to restructure the restoration of the above images. To evaluation the capacity of different calculating methods, the PSNR of each restructuring was measured. The higher the PSNR, the higher the quality of the restructuring image is. PSNR result appears in Table 1 .
From the result of the calculation, in different sampling rate, comparing with TV, MH and CoS, the restructuring method adopted in the experiment gained high PSNR. On average, the adopted calculating method is respectively 5.34 dB and 2.8 dB higher than TV and MH. Comparing to the CoS, the method proposed increasing 1.38dB. Figure 2 , Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the curve of the PSNRs for the four remote sensing images of the sampling rates of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9, respectively. As is shown in Figure 2 , with the increase of sampling rate, the PSNR of ALMT algorithm is higher than that of TV, MH and Cos. Among them, the PSNT of TV is the lowest, and is much lower than the other three algorithms.
As is shown in Figure 3 , with the increase of sampling rate, when the PSNR of ALMT algorithm is 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9, the corresponding PSNR of it is higher than those of TV, MH and CoS. According to the analysis of this figure, ALMT reconstruction effect is the best. As shown in Figure 4 , with the increase of sampling rate, the corresponding PSNR of ALMT is greater than the other three algorithms. Since the texture characteristics of the figure are clear, there are no great differences among these algorithms. As shown in Figure 5 , with the increase of sampling rate, the PSNR of ALMT is higher than the other three algorithms. Because of the obvious structure, the difference of PSNR among TV, MH and Cos algorithm is not significant, but when sampling rate of the ALMT algorithm in this paper are 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9. Its effect is obviously better than the other three algorithms. However, in a subjective vision, as shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 , they are respectively Beijing South Station remote image and Wuhan remote image under the sampling rate of 0.5. The experimental restructuring results from different restructuring methods are depicted. It can be seen that TV effect was not as good as that of the MH and CoS. However, the former restructuring image was blurry, whereas the latter was not as thorough. The experimental method, on the other hand, generated clearer images and can to an extent keep complete image details and structure. From the experiment result, the proposed restructuring method is better than TV, MH, and CoS being correct and effective. As there still exist the lack of thoroughness of CoS, the experiment method utilizes two regularization parameters to better balance the entire sparse of a remote image, to effectively keep image details and edge improving the quality of the restructuring image.
Block sampling cannot only increase the sampling rate, but also resolute the definition of the images. Cos, on the other hand, processes the entire image compressed cognition sampling. TV processing result replaces '0' initialization to realize the proposed experimental restructuring method. Iterations are largely minimized to gain a better effect. Hundreds of minimized of CoS were reduced to dozens of minimized so as to reduce the sense of compression and restructuring time to increase the speed of calculation. Therefore, the proposed method is more advantageous in remote image restructuring effect and speed. Ultimately, the astronomical definition remote image restructuring is generated. 
Conclusions
Concerning the waste of resource of remote image vast data sampling, transferring and storing, a new ALMT method is suggested, block compression cognition remote image restructuring. Through two regularisation parameters to respectively gain the knowledge of remote image, and to balance the sparse of the image, the model of improved joint sparse was gained. Under the block sampling, the sub-images were sampled. Combining TV and ALM, effective solution was carried out for improved joint sparse expression model and calculation realization was conducted. The experiment result indicates that the method suggested enables the remote image to be sparser and improves adaptability. Comparing with CoS, the PSNR in the method has increased 1dB and reduced calculating amount as well as data storage capacity realising a high sampling rate and high definition remote image restructuring. The proposed method is more advantageous in remote image restructuring effect and speed providing a new method for transferring and storing data of remote image.
